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MPD is one of the effectivemeans to solve the drilling problems in deep-water and

deep-stratumcomplex formations such as narrowpressurewindow. To reduce the

cost, it is mostly implemented only in complex and narrow pressure window strata.

However, at present, there is no scientificmethod to determine theMPDmatching

stratum interval under the “conventional + MPD” composite drilling mode. Aiming

at this problem, by introducing the methods of risk quantitative evaluation and

taking the principle of “avoiding risk and reducing MPD cost”, combined with the

accurate ECD calculation method considering multiphase flow, this paper puts

forward the accurate determination method of matching the stratum interval of

MPD, which can reduce the section of MPD construction as much as possible and

optimize the casing level on the premise of ensuring safety. Based on the artificial

bee colony algorithm, the intelligent determination method of casing level and

setting depth under the condition of pressure control is established, which can

quickly and accurately obtain the maximum casing setting depth and its

corresponding optimal pressure control parameters in the open-hole section.

The case analysis shows that, compared with the conventional drilling mode, the

“upper conventional + lower MPD” drilling method can save one layer of casing

while ensuring safety. The proposed method can provide theoretical and scientific

basis for the accurate calculation of MPD matching stratum interval under the

“conventional + MPD” compound drilling mode and the scientific and efficient

design of casing levels and setting depth under the condition of pressure control.
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Introduction

Managed pressure drilling (MPD) is one of the powerful methods to improve the

safety and efficiency of drilling in deep water and deep strata with narrow safe density

window [1, 2]. With the deepening of oil and gas exploration and development into deep

water and complex strata, the number of applications of the MPD technique in the world
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is increasing year by year [3–5]. The feasibility and applicability

of the MPD technique in deep water gas fields in the south China

sea are also being studied [6, 7]. In recent years, the research on

MPD technique mainly focuses on key equipment and pressure

control technology, and gradually forms a variety of MPD

techniques with different pressure control principles, such as

double gradient and wellhead back pressure. The field practice

has also changed from the objective restriction of “feasible or not”

to the subjective choice of “use or not” [8–9]. Preliminary

research and practice show [1014] that by virtue of its

advantages of accurately regulating wellbore ECD under

different drilling conditions, the MPD technique can broaden

the safe density window, reduce complex downhole risks, and

have the certain potential of optimizing well structure. On the

other hand, due to the high cost of the MPD technique, to save

cost, in the operation of the same well, the MPD technique is only

applied in part of the well section. For other uncomplicated

strata, the conventional drilling method is still adopted. However,

the coordination mechanism between cost investment and risk

avoidance of the MPD technique is not clear at present. In the

field implementation process, only the stratum interval of MPD

can be qualitatively evaluated based on the characteristics of the

formation pressure profile and the experience of engineers and

technicians. It is difficult to comprehensively consider many

factors such as “cost-saving (reducing unnecessary pressure

control formation interval)”, “reducing complex risks” and

“optimizing well structure”, and to quantitatively determine

the reasonable construction interval of MPD. At the same

time, the trial calculation method is still used for casing layer

and setting depth design under pressure control, and the

efficiency and accuracy need to be further improved.

Given the above problems, quantitative risk evaluation methods

are introduced in this paper. Under the principle of “avoiding risks

and reducing pressure control costs”, a method for determining the

matching strata interval of controlled pressure drilling under the

“conventional +MPD” compound drillingmode is proposed, as well

as an intelligent method for determining casing level and setting

depth under controlled pressure conditions. It provides the scientific

basis and technical support for the optimal design and safe and

efficient implementation of the MPD technique in deep water and

complex formations.

Determination method of matching
formation interval for MPD

For a well, the upper strata tend to have a normal pressure trend

and a wide safe density window that allows the conventional drilling

method to be adopted. While the complex and narrow density

windows are usually in the deeper strata. Therefore, to save

pressure control costs, it is necessary to reduce the pressure

control section as much as possible on the premise of ensuring

the safety of drilling in the whole well section. So, when determining

the pressure-controlled matching formation interval, is the

conventional drilling method limited to the normal pressure

formation. Are there some wellbore sections suitable for

conventional drilling in deep complex/narrow density window

formations? Do all narrow density window formations require the

MPD technique? The essence of many problems is the formation

adaptability of the MPD technique and its risk avoidance. It is

necessary to introduce quantitative risk assessment methods to

compare and analyze the potential engineering risks of

conventional drilling and managed pressure drilling in different

wellbore sections. In terms of “saving cost”, “reducing complex

risks”, and “optimizing well structure”, MPD is preferred to

match the formation interval.

Pre-drilling quantitative evaluation
method of downhole engineering risk

Because of the strong uncertainty of deepwell complex formation

information and the limitations and incompleteness of the existing

seismic and logging interpretationmodel, the author team proposed a

quantitative descriptionmethod of drilling geomechanical parameters

under the condition of uncertain information [15–18]. According to

the constraint conditions of pressure balance in the open-hole section,

a safe drilling fluid density window with credibility is constructed.

Combined with the well structure and construction scheme, the

underground risk intensity profiles are calculated (as shown in

Figure 1), which realizes the quantitative assessment of downhole

engineering risk before drilling. The basic principle of this method is

shown in Figure 2, the probability distribution of geological

characteristic parameters is obtained through probability statistics

and Monte Carlo simulation methods, and then combined with the

drilling construction methods, based on the stress-strength

interference theory, the quantitative risk assessment of the whole

well section is realized. The specific method is in literature [15–18],

which will not be described here. Since the quantitative risk

assessment method is based on the formation pressure profile

with credibility, well structure, and construction (drilling fluid

density/ECD) scheme, it can satisfy the needs of this paper to

compare and analyze the potential engineering risks of

conventional drilling and MPD in different wellbore sections.

This method can select two technical routes: Horizontal

stratification statistics of regional wells (HSSRW) and vertical

rolling statistics of single well (VRSSW) according to the

abundance of regional drilled data. Among them, HSSRW

refers to the statistical analysis of rock mechanics parameters

and tectonic stress coefficient distribution in the region by

using the well logging data given the abundant drilling data in

the region. In combination with the Monte Carlo simulation

method, four pressure profiles with credibility are established.

VRSSW refers to the preliminary exploration blocks with few

wells or only seismic data in the region, using the normal

diffusion estimation method to fully excavate the seismic data
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response characteristics in the depth direction (longitudinal)

of the well, to construct a four pressure profiles with

credibility. Either technical route is based on the existing

data and interpretation model, quantitatively describing the

error (uncertainty) of formation pressure prediction results in

the form of probability. The formation pressure profile is no

longer a single determined value but is transformed into an

interval, which considers the influence of parameter

FIGURE 1
Safe drilling fluid density window with credibility and risk intensity profile.

FIGURE 2
Schematic diagram of pre-drilling risk quantitative evaluation method.
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uncertainty in the prediction model, as shown in Figure 3.

This method can evaluate the design scheme of the wellbore

structure to be drilled, predict the potential drilling risks

before drilling, and then optimize the scheme based on the

prediction results, and finally realize risk avoidance.

MPD matching interval determination
method

To accurately calculate the matching formation interval of

MPD, the conventional drilling method is adopted in the upper

normal pressure formation. And the risk assessment method in

chapter 2.1 is used in the lower abnormal pressure formation.

Based on the principles of risk avoidance, optimization of well

structure, and reduction of pressure control cost, the potential

risks and casing levels of conventional drilling and MPD in

different wellbore sections are compared and analyzed. The

specific process is shown in Figure 4 and described as follows:

1. According to the characteristics of the formation pressure profile,

it can be divided into normal pressure region and abnormal

pressure region. Generally, the upper part is the normal pressure

area, assuming that the well depth at the cut-off point is H1.

FIGURE 3
Formation pressure profile with credibility.
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2. Using chapter 2.1, the safe drilling fluid density window with

credibility is established. For the upper normal pressure

formation, the conventional drilling technique is used to

design from top to bottom in the safe drilling fluid density

window with credibility. Assume that the maximum safe

setting depth of the last spud casing is H0 (H0 can be

greater than, equal to, or less than H1).

3. Starting from H0, the conventional drilling technique and

MPD technique are used to design casing layers and setting

depth respectively, and chapter 2.1 is used to evaluate

potential risks.

4. It is assumed that the maximum safe setting depth of

conventional drilling is H2 (If H2 equals to the target well

depth, which means that there is no risk of conventional

drilling in the whole well. Otherwise, it is risky to use

conventional drilling technique for H > H2 intervals).

Taking H0 as the starting point, H2 as the ending point,

and △H as the step length, calculate the number of casing

layers Ci of the whole well when the MPD technique is used

from Hi � H0 +△H × i .

5. Then, the well depth Hj corresponding to Cj = min (Ci) is the

peak of formation matching interval of MPD.

Intelligent determination method of
casing level and setting depth
under MPD

The basic principle of the casing level and setting depth

design in the MPDmode mentioned in chapter 2.2 is to calculate

the wellbore ECD profile by adjusting the controlled pressure

parameters to match or balance the formation pressure. This is

significantly different from the conventional drilling technique

using the static equivalent density of drilling fluid. Aiming at the

complex conditions of high temperature, high pressure and deep-

water drilling, this paper adopts the accurate calculation method

of wellbore ECD considering temperature pressure coupling, drill

pipe eccentricity and drilling fluid fluidity [19–22]. Selecting

appropriate MPD parameters for the open-hole section and

obtaining the optimal wellbore ECD profile is one of the keys

to the design of casing level and setting depth in MPD.

However, in current practice, it is necessary to rely onmanual

experience to determine “reasonable” pressure control

parameters and “optimal” wellbore ECD profile, which is not

only a heavy workload but also largely depends on human factors

and the number of samples of different pressure control

parameters calculated, lacking scientific and efficiency [11–13,

23]. In recent years, the rise of intelligent bionic algorithms such

as particle swarm algorithm, genetic algorithm, annealing

algorithm, ant colony algorithm, and artificial bee colony

algorithm has brought opportunities for scientific and efficient

solutions to optimization problems in engineering practice

[24–30].

Therefore, according to the characteristics of MPD and the

actual needs of well structure optimization design, it is necessary to

put forward the method of optimizing pressure control parameters

and wellbore ECD profile in the open-hole section based on the

intelligent algorithm, and the method of determining casing layer

and setting depth under pressure control conditions based on this, to

improve the design efficiency and the accuracy of design results.

Feasibility analysis

By analyzing the principle of pressure control and the design

principle of casing layer and casing depth, the artificial bee colony

algorithm can be applied to the intelligent optimization of

wellbore ECD and casing setting depth under pressure control.

The basic principle of the artificial bee colony algorithm is

that the solution of the problem to be solved is regarded as the

nectar source, and the more abundant the honey source and the

better the quality, the better the solution quality. Through a

group of artificial bees randomly searching the rich source,

exchanging information, and switching roles, the optimal

solution is finally obtained efficiently.

The application of the artificial bee colony algorithm should

satisfy the following basic conditions [13, 17, 23]: 1) The problem

to be solved is a multi-parameter optimization problem; 2) the

objective function should be a continuous function or

approximately a continuous function; 3) the variable has a

certain value range.

In the well structure design of MPD, for the open-hole

section determined by formation pressure window: 1) There is

an optimal value of ECD profile under controlled pressure,

and the corresponding pressure control parameters are the

optimal pressure control parameters; 2) if the maximum

casing depth in the open-hole section is taken as the

objective function, the function is a continuous function of

each control pressure parameter; 3) the variables of the

objective function are different pressure control parameters,

such as wellhead back pressure and drilling fluid density,

which all have a certain value range. It can be seen that the

optimization of pressure control parameters satisfies the basic

conditions of applying the artificial bee colony algorithm.

On the other hand, there are generally more than

2 pressure control parameters for MPD. There are many

combinations of various pressure control parameters within

the adjustable range, and the wellbore ECD profiles under

different pressure control parameter combinations are also

quite different, which belongs to a typical multivariable

optimization problem. If we rely on manual calculation, not

only the workload is heavy, but also the calculation accuracy

can not be guaranteed. If we use the artificial bee colony

algorithm and rely on its efficient and stable intelligent

optimization mechanism, it is expected to efficiently and

accurately obtain the optimal wellbore ECD and its
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corresponding pressure control parameters in the open-hole

section under the condition of multiple pressure control

parameters.

The basic method of well structure design
under MPD

The basic calculation steps of casing setting depth and

optimal pressure control parameters in the open-hole section

of MPD are as follows:

1) Geological must seal point determination:

According to the geological data, determine the necessary

sealing stratum.

2) Safe pressure window determination:

The safety pressure window is determined according to the

prediction results of formation pore pressure, formation fracture

pressure, and formation collapse pressure before drilling and the

design coefficient of the regional well bore structure. The lower

limit of the safe pressure window at well depth H is ρlower (H) and

the upper limit is ρupper (H).

3) Determination of adjustable range of pressure control

parameters:

Controlled pressure parameters have a direct influence on the

ECD profile of the wellbore. The pressure control parameters Ki

(i = 1,2,. . .. . .) are determined according to the pressure control

characteristics and actual working conditions of different

pressure control drilling methods. The adjustable range of

each pressure control parameter is:

KL ≤Ki ≤KH

FIGURE 4
Flow chart of well structure optimization design of MPD based on artificial bee colony algorithm.
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(4) Wellbore ECD calculation under different pressure control

conditions:

Within the adjustable range of each controlled pressure

parameter involved in Step (3), the wellbore ECD calculation

model was used to calculate the wellbore ECD profile under

different controlled pressure conditions.

Wellbore ECD under the condition of controlled pressure

parameter combination scheme j is a function of well depth H:

ECD(H)j � f(Ki,H) (1)

5) Determination of optimal pressure control parameters and

casing setting depth in open-hole section:

FIGURE 5
A well with reliable formation pressure profile and design results of casing layers and running depth under different drilling methods.
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Within the safe pressure window [ρlower(H), ρupper(H)]

determined in Step (2), the maximum safe well depth of

wellbore ECD profile H1, j can be expressed as:

H1,j � f−1(ECD(H)j) (2)

For a certain pressure control parameter

combination scheme j, the wellbore ECD profile at depth

Hi in the open-hole section satisfies the following

requirements:

ρlower(Hi)≤ ECD(Hi)j ≤ ρupper(Hi)

Then, the maximum casing setting depthH1 of the open-hole

section is:

H1 � max (H1,j) � max (f−1(ECD(H)j))
� max (f−1(f(Ki,H)) � H1,j0 (3)

Then, themaximumcasing setting depth of the open-hole section

isH1, and the corresponding pressure control parameter scheme is j0.

The above is the basic calculationmethod of casing setting depth

and optimal pressure control parameters in the open-hole section of

MPD. The schematic diagram of the design result is shown in Figure

5. As the pressure control parameters of MPD are often more than

two (for example, the pressure control parameters of CML

controlled pressure drilling mainly include: displacement, mud

pump position, mud slurry level depth; the pressure control

parameters of bottom hole constant pressure MPD are as

follows: Drilling fluid density, wellhead back pressure). There are

FIGURE 6
Schematic diagram of wellbore ECD distribution and determination of maximum casing depth under different pressure control parameters in
open hole section.
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many combination schemes of various pressure control parameters

within the adjustable range (the higher the accuracy requirements,

themore calculation samples of various pressure control parameters,

the number of combination schemes increases exponentially), and

the wellbore ECD profile under different parameter combination

schemes also varies greatly. Therefore, the conventional method

requires a lot of calculation, which greatly reduces the design

efficiency and cannot guarantee the optimization of design results.

An improved method based on the
artificial bee colony algorithm

Since conventional calculation methods cannot satisfy the

actual requirements of the optimization design of the well

structure of MPD, the artificial bee colony algorithm is

introduced to intelligently and efficiently optimize the casing

setting depth H1 and its corresponding optimal pressure control

parameters in the open-hole section under the condition of

pressure control. The basic process is shown in Figure 6, and

the specific steps are as follows:

1) Initialize population: total number of bees SN; the number of

leading bees and following bees is the number of pressure

control parameter combination schemes, generally SN/2;

maximum iteration times MCN (generally 1000) and

control parameter Limit (generally 20); objective function

H � f−1(f(Ki,H)) ; the search range of each parameter {

KL ≤Ki ≤KH ; ρlower(Hi)≤ ECD(Hi)j ≤ ρupper(Hi) ,

Hi ∈ [H0, Hj] }, and within the range, the initial solutions

are randomly generated {X1, X2, . . ., XSN} (the initial solution

is the scout-bee, which is a random combination scheme of

MPD parameters, and is automatically generated by random).

2) Calculate and evaluate the fitness of each initial solution.

Fitness function fitness is the objective function itself, that is,

H � f−1(f(Ki,H)).
3) The lead-bee uses the Eq. 4 to randomly search the

neighborhood to get a new location (refer to each buzzer

search to control pressure parameters combination scheme),

under the principle of greedy choice, if the fitness of the new

position (i.e., the maximum casing setting depth) is greater

than that of the original position, the original position shall be

updated with the new position; otherwise, the original

position shall remain unchanged. When all lead-bees

completed the neighborhood search, the probability Pi was

calculated according to Eq. 5.

Vij � Xij +Φij(Xij −Xkj) (4)

Pi � fitnessi

∑
SN

i
fitnessi

(5)

Where, j∈{1, 2, . . ., D}, k∈{1, 2, . . ., SN} and k≠i.

4) Follow-bees use the calculated probability Pi to select the

lead-bees based on the roulette principle. After the follow-

bees complete the selection of the lead-bees, Eq. 4 is used

to search the neighborhood and also select the position

with high fitness according to the greedy selection

principle.

5) Determine whether there is a solution to be abandoned. If the

result of a lead-bee does not change after the Limit iteration, it

will change from the lead-bee to the scout-bee and randomly

generate a new position to replace the original position

according to Eq. 6.

Xij � Xmin j + rand(0, 1)(Xmax j −Xmin j) (6)

6) Record the optimal solution of the bee colony so far.

7) If the current iteration number is greater than the maximum

number MCN, the iteration ends and the algorithm ends.

Otherwise, return step (2), the overall number of iterations

Cycle = Cycle+1.

Example analysis

The basic information of well A is as follows:

The target depth of the well is 6600 m, and the geological

sealing points in this area are mainly 200 m loose gravel layer and

1700 m easy-loss formation. The well structure design

coefficients are as follows: the suction pressure coefficient is

0.036 g/cm3; the surge pressure coefficient is 0.036 g/cm3; the

fracture pressure safety factor is 0.024 g/cm3; the kick allowance

is 0.06 g/cm3; the differential pressure sticking factor is 22 MPa.

The formation pore pressure and fracture pressure profile with

credibility established by chapter 2.1 and the upper and lower

limits of the safe drilling fluid density window are shown in

Figure 7. This well is planned to use conventional drilling and

bottom hole constant pressure MPD. The pressure control

parameters are mainly drilling fluid density and wellhead back

pressure. Among them, the maximum controlled pressure value

of wellhead controlled pressure equipment in well A is 5 MPa.

According to the process shown in chapter 2.2 and Figure 4, by

analyzing the pressure profile of the well, the depth at the cut-off

point of the normal pressure area is 3350 m. Conventional drilling

was designed from top to bottom within the safe drilling fluid

density window, and the maximum safe setting depth of the last

casing is H0 = 3780 m. Starting from 3750 m, the conventional

drilling and MPD techniques are used to design casing layers and

setting depth respectively. And chapter 2.1 is used to evaluate

potential risks. Among them, the conventional drilling technique

can safely drill to the target well depth, and 2 casing layers are needed

below H0, that is, 5 casing layers are needed in the whole well.

Under the condition of MPD (with H0 = 3780 m as the

starting point, H2 = 6600 m as the endpoint, 10 m as the step

length) chapter 3.3 is used to design the casing layers and depth
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TABLE 1 A Well design results of casing level and depth under different drilling methods and optimization results of pressure control parameters.

Casing level Conventional drilling method Conventional + managed pressure drilling

Casing setting
depth(m)

Drilling fluid
density (g/cm3)

Casing setting
depth(m)

Drilling fluid
density (g/cm3)

Wellhead back
pressure (MPa)

Drilling way

One 200 1.13 200 1.13 — Conventional

Two 1700 1.18 1700 1.18 —

Three 3,780 1.46 3,780 1.46 —

Four 5,176 1.56 6,600 1.48 4.2 Pressure control

Five 6,600 1.44 — — — —

FIGURE 7
Calculation flow chart of controlled pressure matching formation interval.
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and optimize the controlled pressure parameters. The number of

casing layers Ci in the whole well is calculated from Hi=(3,780 +

10 × i)m when the MPD technique is used. The results showed

that: except for C0 = 4 (that is, one layer of casing can be safely

drilled to the target well depth by usingMPD fromH0), Ci = 5 (i ≥
1) under other conditions, which is the same as the casing layer

times under conventional drilling methods. Therefore, the well

depthH0 = 3780 m corresponding to C0 =min (Ci) = 4 is the peak

of the formation matching interval of MPD, and the controlled

pressure interval is 3780–6600 m.

The design results of casing layers and setting depth under

different drilling methods as well as the optimal pressure control

parameters in controlled pressure formation intervals are shown in

Table 1.

Conclusion

1) By introducing the quantitative evaluation method of drilling

engineering risk, and based on the principle of “avoiding risks

and reducing the cost of pressure control”, a method for

determining the matching formation interval for MPD under

the “conventional + MPD” composite drilling method is

proposed. On the premise of ensuring safety, it can reduce

the well section of pressure control construction as much as

possible, and optimize the casing layer, which provides a

scientific basis for the accurate calculation of pressure control

formation interval and the optimization design of well structure

under the “conventional + MPD” composite drilling method.

2) By introducing the artificial bee colony algorithm, the

intelligent determination method of casing layer and

setting depth under MPD is established, which can quickly

and accurately obtain the maximum casing setting depth and

its corresponding optimal pressure control parameters of the

open-hole section, and improve the scientificity, accuracy and

efficiency of casing layer and depth under MPD.

3) The example calculation shows that if the conventional

drilling method is adopted for well A, it can be safely

drilled to the target layer, but the whole well needs five

spuds. If the “upper conventional + lower MPD” drilling

method is adopted, one layer of casing can be saved while

ensuring safety. Through the analysis of the method

established in this paper, the discrimination basis is

provided for the selection of the MPD technique in

complex formations, and theoretical support is

provided for the determination of the applicable

formation interval.
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Glossary

Ki is the control pressure parameteris each controlled pressure

parameter under a combined scheme

KL is the lower limit of pressure control parameters

KH is the upper limit of controlled pressure parameters

ECD (H) j is the wellbore ECD under the condition of the jth

combination scheme of control pressure parameters is the

wellbore ECD under the condition of the jth combination of

controlled pressure parameters, which is the function of well

depth H

j is the order number of the combined scheme of control pressure

parameters, j = 1,2,. . .

Ki is the control pressure parameteris each controlled pressure

parameter under a combined scheme

D is the dimension of the problem

Xmaxj and Xminj represent the upper and lower top bounds of the

jth dimension parameters respectively

ECD (H) j is the wellbore ECD under the condition of the jth

combination scheme of control pressure parametersis the

wellbore ECD under the condition of the jth combination of

controlled pressure parameters, which is the function of well

depth H

j0 is the order number of the pressure control

parameter scheme corresponding to the maximum casing

setting depth

Xij refers to the jth dimension parameter of

the ith individual bee, that is, the jth parameter value of the

ith combination scheme of the pressure control parameter

Xkj refers to the jth dimension parameter of the kth

individual bee, that is, the jth parameter value of

the kth combination scheme of the pressure control

parameters

Vij is a new position generated near Xij

φij is the random number between [−1,1]

fitnessi is the fitness value of the ith solution

Pi is the probability of follow-bees choosing lead-bees

ρd is static drilling fluid density, g/cm3

Pwellhead is the wellhead back pressure, MPa
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